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Studies of scattering by porosity are often based on single scatter-
ing theory, in which the interaction between the voids is either 
neglected or taken into account in some approximate manner. In this 
paper we consider a case where the analysis can be carried out without 
approximations, and the effect of multiple scattering can be rigorously 
accounted for. The particular configuration concerns a doubly periodic 
array of spherical cavities in an elastic solid. The cavities are all 
of equal radius d, their centers are all located in a single plane 
(the x1 x2-plane), and the centers are located at positions x1 =rna, 
x =no, where -oo < m,n < oo, as shown in Fig. 1. The incidenE wave is a 
plane longitudinal wave which propagates in the x3-direction. 
The scattering problem is formulated rigorously, by taking advantage 
of the geometrical periodicity. The problem is reduced to the solution 
of a system of singular integral equations over the surface of a single 
sphere, in terms of the Green's function for a cell of dimensions 
-a/2< x1 < a/2,-b/2< x 2< b/2,-oo< x3< oo. The system of integral equations 
has been solved numer1cally by the use of the boundary-integral equation 
method. For three-dimensional applications of this method we refer to 
Refs.[l]-[3]. 
The scattered field consists of a superposition of an infinite 
number of wave modes, each with its own cut-off frequency. At the cut-
off frequency a mode converts from a standing into a propagating wave-
mode. The propagation vectors of the propagating modes are normal to the 
plane of the center of the spheres. The standing wave modes decay 
exponentially with distance to that plane. At small frequencies only the 
lowest order mode of longitudinal wave motion is propagating. As the 
frequency increases more and more of the scattered wave modes convert 
from standing into propagating modes. 
Reflection and transmission coefficients can be defined in terms of 
the coefficient of the zeroth order scattered wave. This coefficient has 
been computed by a novel application of the Betti-Rayleigh reciprocal 
theorems. The amplitudes of the reflection and transmission coefficents 
have been plotted versus the dimensionless wave number, wd/c1 , up to the 
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Fig. 1. Array of spherical cavities with centers in x 1x 2-plane. 
cut-off frequency of the first higher order propagating mode. 
GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
All fields are time harmonic, but the term exp(-iwt) has been 
suppressed in this paper. The components of the total displacement are 
written as 
I S ui(~) = ui(~) + ui(~) ' (1) 
I S 
where u.(x) and u.(x) represent the incident and the scattered field, 
~ - ~ -respect~vely. The displacement components satisfy 
L . . u. (x) = flU ••• + (\+>J)u ... + pw 2 u. 
~] J - ~.]] ],]~ ~ 0 ' 
where u .. 
vanishe~:J 
3u./3x .. On the surface of each sphere the traction 
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J,J ~ ~,] ].~ J 
mn 
for ~ £ S , 
(2) 
(3) 
where the sphere smn ~~defined as (xl-ma) 2+(x -nb) 2+x 2 =d 2 ,-oo < m,n < oo. 
The scattered field u. (x), where S = L,T for the scat~ered longitudinal 
and transverse fields~ r~spectively, must satisfy the radiation and 
regularity conditions 
ss 
oui (~) . SS 
oi~J - ~kSui (~) 
as [xi + oo, where 
1
-1 o([~ ), ss u. (x) 
~ 
0 (1) ' 
The incident wave is a plane longitudinal wave propagating in the 
positive x 3-direction: 
(4a,b) 
(5a,b,c) 
(6) 
The reciprocal identity will play a very useful role in the 
derivation of the governing integral equation as well as in the determina-
tion of the reflection and transmission coefficients. For a volume V 
with boundary S we have 
J BA AB J BA AB (f.u. - f.u.)dV = (uiti- uit1.)dS v l. l. l. l. s 
where f. and t. are components of body forces and surface tractions, 
respectively. 1 To §er~ve the governing integral equation we choose the 
scattered field {u.,t.} as state A, and the basic singular solution 
defined by 1 1 
as State B. The free-space Green's function has the following form 
ikTr 
[-e __ 0 . . + .!__ _a __ a_ 
r l.J k2 ax. ax. T l. J 
ikTr ikLr 
{-e ____ e __ }] 
r r 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
where r = I~- Yl! Substituting the states A and B into eq.(7) and using 
the symmetry of U ..• ~e obtain the following integral representation for 
the scattered fiel~Ju.(x) outside the spherical cavities: l. 
u~(x) = E E J 1. - mn 
m n S 
- s 1 - s U .. (x;y)t.(y)dS(y)- E E T .. (x;y)uj(y)dS(y),(lO) 
l.J - - J - - m n smn l.J - - - -
where the summations over m and n are from -oo to +oo. In eq.(lO), T .. is 
defined as l.J 
T .. =-{AU. o.k + ~(U .. k +U.k.)}~ (y) , (11) l.J 1.m,m J l.J, 1. ,J K 
where ~(~) is the unit outward normal vector at point l• 
Let us consider the typical sphere smn whose center is defined by 
E = ma!1 + nb!2 , where ! 1 and ! 2 are unit base vec~ors. The point y on 
the sur&ace gf the sphere is then defined as y = y + ma!1 + nb!2 , 
where y , IY I = d, is the position vector of the any point on tlie 
surface of the sphere smn relative to its center. The distance of two 
points ~ and y can be written as 
r = 
0 
r(2;y ;m,n) • (12) 
The doubly periodic nature of the geometry, agd the normal incidence 
of the plane wave imply that the scattered field ui is also periodic in 
y1 and y2: 
s s 
ui(y1 + ma, y2 + nb, y3) = ui(y1 ,y2,y3) m,n = 0, ±1, ±2, (13) 
Taking into account the periodicity of the scattered field, we can intro-
duce a change of variables and rewrite the integral representation in 
eq.(lO) as an integral over only one spherical surface, which we select 
00 
as S , 
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u. (x) = 
1 - Joo s 
0 s 0 0 U .. (x;y )t.(y )dS(y) 
1] - - J - -
where U .. is defined as 
1] 
1 z z 
41TlJ m n 
1 a a +-----
k 2 ox. ox. T 1 J 
0 s 0 0 T .. (x;y )u.(y )dS(y) 
1] - - J - -
(14) 
(15) 
d h 0 soo. an , in t is case, l is the position vector on the surface More-
over, T .. is defined by eq.(ll) if we replace U .. by U ... 
~ ~ ~ 
Next, we take the incident wave (u:,t:) as state A, and we derive 
an equation analogous to (14) for the ificident field. Superposition of 
this result and eq.(l4) yields in the doma1n outside the spherical 
cavities 
u.(x) = J u .. (x;y0 )t.(v0 )dS-
1 - 1] - - J <-soo 
(16) 
for the total field u .. In the limit as the point x approaches the 
surface S00 in eq.(l6J, and taking into account that the spherical cavity 
is free of surface tractions, we obtain a boundary integral equation for 
u. (y ) 
J -o 
1 o J oo o Io 
-2 u.(x) + T .. (x ;v )u.(v )dS = u.(x ), 1 - 1] - <- J <- 1 -soo 
0 
X Soo E • (17) 
After the unknown displacement u. on the surface 5°0 has been computed by 
solving the boundgry integral eqUation (17), we can determine the 
scattered field ui and the total field ui as discussed in the sequel. 
METHOD OF SOLUTION OF BIE 
The surface of the sphere sD0 is divided into M elements, of areas 
oD (q = 1,2 ..• M). We take the unknown displacement u. in eq.(l7) as 
cogstant over each element. Over the qth element the ifitegration in 
eq.(l7) then reduces to 
J 
an q 
0 0 0 
T .• (x ; v )u. (v )dS 
1] - <- J <. u~ J J an q 
where u~ is the value of u. at the center of oD , which is defined by 
x 0 =x0 .J The discretized vJrsion of eq.(l7) canqthen be written as 
- -p 
M 
z 
q=l 
Hpq uq 
ij j 
where u~I is the incident wave field u~ evaluated at the center of the 
pth element and 
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(19) 
J 
an q 
0 0 1 T .. (x ;y ) dS + -2 o .. o l.J -p - l.J pq 
To perform the integration in Eq.(20), we introduce linear shape 
functions ~S 
(1-0 (l-n)l4 
(1+0 (l+n) I 4 
~2 = (l+t;:)(l-n) I 4 J 
~ 4 = (l-t;:)(l+n)l4 
(20) 
(21) 
for a rectangular element, where -1 < 1;, n < 1. The position vector y0 
on the boundary element an can be e~pressed in terms of the shape func-
tion ~ S by q 
4 
where Ys (S 1,2,3,4) is the position vector at each corner of the 
rectangular element. The integration in eq.(20) then reduces to 
J 
an 
q 
0 0 
T •. (x ; v )dS = 
l.J - .. 
1 1 
J J 
-1 -1 
0 0 T .. (x ; v )J dl;dn l.J - .. 
(22) 
(23) 
where J = lay0la~ x ay0 lanl , and the unit outward normal vector~ is 
given by~ =-(ay lat; x 8y0 l8n)IJ. The integration in eq.(23) is carried 
out by using the Gaussian quadrature formula. 
REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS 
The scattered field u~ can be expressed in terms of the scalar 
potential ~(~) and the vecfor potential~(~): 
s 
u = i ~ · + e. ·k~k · • ,1 l.J •J (24) 
By virtue of the periodicity of the scattered field as given by eq.(l3), 
these potentials may be expressed as exponential Fourier series 
i[a x1+S x2±yL x3] ~pq± e p q pq (25) 
p q 
i[a x1+8 x2±yT x3] l: l: 'l'pq ± e p q pq 
p q k (26) 
where 
a =~ sq =~ p a b (27) 
and 
s 
= ~k~- a2 - 132 (Im y 8 > O), S = L,T ypq . p q pq- (28) 
The terms in (25) and (26) represent wave modes. For p q - 0, 
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L T y and y are real-valued, and hence the corresponding modes in (25) 
aRg (26) ¥~present propagating waves. Since~ < kT, it follows that for 
kT = w/cT < min(2n/a,2n/b) (29) 
only the zeroth order modes are propagating; all the other modes in 
(25) and (26) decay with increasing lxJ Each wave mode has a cut-off 
frequency when kT > min(2n/a,2n/b), i.e., as the frequency is increased, 
a first order mode becomes a propagating wave. More and more modes 
become propagating when w becomes larger. 
In this paper we consider only the zeroth order terms, p = q 
i.e., eq.(29) applies. The scattered field is then of the form 
- 0; 
Soo± oo± ±ikTx3 Soo± 
u 1 + ikT ~ 2 e u 2 "k oo± ± ~ T~l 
Fig. 2 Unit cell for application of reciprocal theorem 
Next, we consfder the reciprocal theorem (7) in the unit cell 
defined by I X I < -=-a ' I x21 < 2h' - 00 < x3 < 00 shown in Fig. 2. Since 
there are no tody forces, the reciprocal theorem takes the following 
form for this cell 
+ -
where S.(S.) (i = 1,2,3) is the surface of the unit cell for positive 
(negati~e)~x.-coordinate and S00 is, of courseA theAsurface of the 
spherical ca~ity inside the unit cell. For {u. , ti} we choose the 
(30) 
(31) 
1 d . I ~oo h ~ I . h . . d actua state correspon ~ng to u + u , w ere u ~s t e ~nc~ ent wave 
field given by eq.(6) and the :catt~red field uSoo is given in eq.(30). 
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For {u~,t~} we choose fictitious states corresponding to two types of 
plane ~av~s, which propagate in the ±x3-directions. We define 
B B _ B i~x3 fictitious state I: u1 u2 = 0 , u3 = e (32) 
fictitious state II: (33) 
The corresponding tractions on all surfaces are easily computed. 
+From t~e form of the two states A and B, we find that the integrals 
on s; and s; in eq.(31) drop out. The contribution from the components 
of tfie vector potential ~00 reduces to the trivial identity in eq.(31), 
which implies that there is no zeroth order scattered transverse field. 
The non-trivial relatio~s in eg.(31) come from the components of the 
scalar potential~ on S] and S 0 , and they reduce to 
-2(i~) 2 (A+2~)ab~oo- + Joo 
B A A B (ui ti - u.t.)dS 0 ~ ~ 
s 
for the fictitious state I, and 
-2(i~) 2 (A+2~)ab~oo+ Joo 
B A A B 
+ (uiti- uiti)dS 0 
s 
for the fictitious state II. 
We define the reflection and transmission coefficients as 
and T = 1 + ik ~oo+ L 
It follows from (34) that 
R = - -::-:-::---71:'--:-:,......,-~ 2i~(H2~)ab 
R may be expressed as 
J u~t~ dS ~ ~ soo 
(34) 
(35) 
(36a,b) 
(37) 
B 
where t 1 are computed from (32). The transmission coefficient follows 
from (3.5) as 
T 1 - 1 f 2i~(A+2~)ab 00 
s 
(38) 
where t: aAe computed from eq.(33). In both (37) and (38) we have used 
that ti = 0 on S00 , as given by eq.(3). 
RESULTS 
In the numerical work the surface of the sphere S00 was divided into 
30 elements, 5 meshes in the direction of the latitude and 6 meshes in 
the direction of the longitude. Poisson's ratio of the material was 
taken as 0.25. 
Figure 3 shows the absolute values of the reflection and trans-
mission coefficients, IRI and ITI versus the nondimensional longitudinal 
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Fig. 3 
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Absolute values of reflection and transmission coefficients. 
wave number ~d. Solid lines show the case a/d = b/d = 3, while dashed 
lines show the case a/d = b/d = 4. In this calculation, the range of 
~d satisfies the relation kTd = 13 k1d <min {2n/(a/d), 2n/(b/d)}. The 
accuracy of the relation IRf + JTJ 2 = 1 is within 3%. 
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